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Abstract. Three main contributions have been
considered for the carbon-13 NII|R chemical shift¡
(a) para¡ragnetic shift which is insensitive toward
intercalation, (b) spin polarization term which is
proportionat to the electronic specific heat, (c)
interband susceptibil i ty teno. The data agree well
with the theoretical results and nay also be used
to infer the charge transfer in theEe systerns.

For the highly oriented pyrolytic
graphi te (HOPG) and i ts  in tercalates,  the
13c nl¡clear magnetic resonance (NtvlR)
spectra have been obtained experlmentally.
The NMR che¡¡ica1 shlfts (CS) nay be used
as microscopic probes for  e lect ronic
structures of graphite intercalation
compounds of both the acceptor (GICA) and
donor (CfCO) types.  The CS-tensor  is
characterized by the two principal values,

fi, and E, in ppn (with respect to tetra-

rnethylsilane as standard) for nagnetic
field B parallel and perpendicular to the
c-axis of HOPG. The isotroDic and
anisotropic CS are ti=( 4r "zt- ' )/3
and t"= Ert - L. . Bhree nain contribu-

tlons have been eonsidered¡

(a) rne paranagnetic (Ransey) intra-
atomic te¡rn is due to the deviation of
the eLectronic charge distribution fron
spherical symmetry and nay be calculated
fro¡n the interaction between the occunied
(val-ence band v) and enpty (cond.uctioir
band c) e"lectronic orbj.tals¡
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where c is the l ight velocity,t is
Planck's constant dj.vided by Ztr, e and
m are electronic charge and nass, I,, is

thd z-component of angular monentun
operatw¡ 9" and E are the wave functions

and thei r  energies,  ( r -3>ro is  the

expectation value of the inverse cube
distance of the carbon 2p orbitals.
the expression for S, is sj.mi.lar

except  that  L"  is  replaced by L* .

Usrrally, the electronic states of
graphite are arranged from the lower to
higher energies in the order of zpa,
2ptt, 2pt' and 2pc', where the unprimed
denotes valence orbital-s and the prined
denotes conduetion orbitals. The
seLection rules are €rr?' and rfq' for
6¡ , and crq-' for E¡, . Thus the

denoninator E"-E' is snaller in the

forner  case.  f t  fo l lows that  El>4,
or  t^< O.  Our calcul -at ion g ives

a

ta=-140. If we arbitrari l-y choose

6¡.=180,  then we get  E, ,=4Or and f , .=133.

fhis paramagnetic term cones from
the entire band structure and is
insensitive toward intercalation.
Thus this tenn is universal (with the
sane value) for all ty¡res of OICD and
GICA.

(U) ¡'or GICD such as C*K or C*Cs, there

is considerable urixing between the metal
conduction electrons and carbon 2pn
orbitals. In the presence of the
external nagnetic f ield B, there is
additional contrlbution to CS from the
dipole nagnetic f ields at the nuclear
site due to the spin-polarized carbon
Zpr-orbltals. This spin-polarization
CS-te¡rn may be related to the
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experinental electronic specific heat
tern rT where the constant y is in

uni ts  of  (nJ)  (sro le)-11f t ¡ -2.  Íhe CS
is given byr

E ̂ 4)3 t7 tr=o

where tl =x/(x+t) is the moLe fraction
of carbon ato¡ns in the GICD.

(c) I'Jhen the external nagnetic field B
is parallel to the c-axis, it is well
known that pristine graphite and also
the higher stage (Iow intercalant
concentratlon) GICA are dianagnetic.
lhere is a large interband contribution
to the dlanagnetic susceptibil i f 1,.
A sinilar nechanisn iE also present for
the CS. For the interband contribution,

we have ta=O and [,, is proportiona].

t o  \ n .
The theoretical values of CS rnay

be con¡rared with the experimental data.
For Low stage (high intercalant
concentration) courpounds, the CS would
come from (a) aloné for GICA and from
(a)+(¡ )  for  GICD. For  pr is t ine
graphite as well as the higher stage
GICA, the CS would eo¡ne f rom (a)+(c) ,
hence the CS data nay be used to infer
the charge transfer for individual
carbon layers. For example, three
distinct carbon-11 NMR spectraL l ines
have been obsen¡ed for the fifth stage
conpound intercalated with i l03. From
the experinental CS, we have obtained
the charge transfer for each of the
individual carbon layers.
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